
Quantum thermodynamics

The project aims at studying quantum thermal machines with systems of
indistinguishable particles which show the strongest quantum features, due to
quantum statistics and observable in degenerate quantum gases, namely at low
temperatures. The grandcanonical ensemble better captures the role of quan-
tum statistics, and genuine quantum phases as Bose-Einstein condensation or in
strongly interacting systems not considered in quantum cycles using the canon-
ical ensemble. Moreover, the grandcanonical ensemble enriches the spectrum
of thermodynamic processes as resources for thermal machines, including iso-
chemical potential transformations which are basic ingredients for thermody-
namic open systems.

New states of matter, experimentally realised but not yet considered in
the framework of thermodynamic transformations, are Bose-Einstein conden-
sation in many modes. Examples are low dimensional BEC occurring in highly
anisotropic confinements when excited states lying in the less confined directions
are macroscopically occupied [1, 2, 3]. Further systems not yet fully studied as
quantum thermal machines are mean-field and weakly interacting Bose gases
that describe Bose-Einstein condensates [4, 5]. This project also has appli-
cations in metastable systems out of equilibrium, e.g. magnons in magnetic
systems [6] and exciton-polaritons in semiconductors [7, 8]. Despite being out
of equilibrium, these systems are effectively described by equilibrium quantum
degenerate gases of quasi-particles, featuring Bose-Einstein consendation even
at room temperature.
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